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Model independent verification of the quark combinatorics rules, which govern the ratios of the
yields of secondaries, is presented for jet processes. Because of a large number of produced resonances
in the hadron jets, a test of the quark combinatorics rules is hardly possible in the central region,
xhadron ≤ 0.2. However, a model-independent verification is plausible at xhadron ∼ 1. It is shown
that for the large-xhadron kinematical region the quark combinatorial relations are in a reasonable
agreement with data for ρ0/pi0 and p/pi+ ratios.
Initially the rules of quark combinatorics were suggested in [1,2] and checked in multiple production processes, see
[3] and references therein. Henceforth these rules were applied to the decay processes of resonances [4,5,6,7].
Concerning multiple hadron production processes, it is necessary to underline that quark combinatorics rules man-
ifest important features of the process in which quarks form hadrons, that is, soft colour neutralization and soft
hadronization [3].
There exist two types of predictions of quark combinatorics for multiple production processes. The first one is the
prediction of the yield ratios for hadrons belonging to the same quark multiplet. For example, we have for the lightest
meson nonet:
ρ0/pi0 = 3, K∗0/K0 = 3, K∗±/K± = 3. (1)
Two statements form the basis for these relations: (i) wave functions of hadrons from the same multiplet are equal,
and (ii) quarks which are fused into hadrons are spin- and flavour-non-correlated.
The second type of prediction is related to the yields of mesons and baryons. For the hadronization of the quark qi
in (q, q¯)-sea the production rule reads:
qi + (q, q¯)sea →
1
3
Bi +
2
3
Mi +
1
3
M + (M,B, B¯)sea, (2)
where Bi and Mi are baryons and mesons containing the quark qi and M , B and B¯ are mesons and baryons of the
sea.
The prompt verification of Eqs. (1) and (2) is rather difficult because in multiple production processes a number
of resonances is produced. Generally one can write
M =
∑
L
µLML and B =
∑
L
βLML , (3)
where L = 0, 1, 2, ... define the multiplet, while µL and βL are production probabilities of mesons and baryons of the
given multiplet in the process of quark hadronization. The probability µL is determined by characteristic relative
momenta of the fused quarks.
A straightforward way to overcome the ambiguities related to the resonance production is as follows: one can take
into account all existing resonances and their decay into all possible channels. This is the scenario suggested in Refs.
[8,9]. However, in this way one faces a set of problems. The matter is that the number of resonances which are
observed and cited in the compilation [10] is a comparatively small fraction of the whole set of existing states. The
basis for this statement is provided, for example, by recent investigations of meson production data [11,13,14] where
a large number of new meson states with masses in the region 1950–2350 MeV is reported. One should keep in mind
that, naturally, those resonances are first discovered which can be easily detected. And one should also recall that all
observed resonances have multiplet partners which are also produced with approximately equal probabilities and the
decay of those form a background which prevents the direct investigation of Eqs. (1) and (2). There exists one more
effect which does not allow the realization of the program discussed in [8,9] at the time being. This is the effect of the
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accumulation of widths of overlapping resonances by one of them; it has been observed for scalar/isoscalar mesons
in the region 1200–1600 MeV [14,15]. As a result of width accumulation, a broad state (Γ/2 ∼ 400 MeV) has been
formed; similar states can exist, as was stressed in [15], in other waves, in other mass regions. Currently it does not
seem possible to take into account the productions and decays of such broad states.
Still, investigation of jet processes in the region of large x opens a way to test the relations (1) and (2): this article
is devoted to a presentation of this possibility.
The resonance decays increase the contribution of lighter hadrons, such as pions and kaons in case of mesons, and
nucleons in case of baryons. However, in jet processes Z0 → qq¯ → hadrons which were studied in [16,17,18,19], the
spectra, being maximal at x ∼ 0, decrease rapidly when x → 1. It results in a rapid increase of contribution of the
promptly produced particles with the increase of x, since the decay product carries only a fraction of x of the initial
resonance. It is just this feature which enables us to estimate the ratio of probabilities for promptly produced hadrons.
The jets of light hadrons are formed in the processes Z0 → uu¯, Z0 → dd¯ and Z0 → ss¯. According to [10]
Γuu¯/(Γuu¯ + Γdd¯ + Γss¯) = 0.258± 0.031± 0.032, (4)
Γdd¯,ss¯/(Γuu¯ + Γdd¯ + Γss¯) = 0.371± 0.016± 0.016.
The leading quarks, the probabilities of which are given by Eq. (4), determine the hadron content at x ∼ 1. To find
the ratio V/P at large x we have fitted the spectra (1/σtot)dσ/dx of Ref. [16] to the sum of exponents ΣCie
−bix; the
results of the fit are presented in Fig. 1 for the spectra of pi±, pi0, ρ0 and (p, p¯). The ratio of the fited curves, together
with calculation errors, for ρ0/pi0 is shown in Fig. 2a as a shaded area. We see that in the region 0.6 < x < 0.8 the
data are in an reasonable agreement with quark combinatorics prediction ρ0/pi0 = 3.
The same fitting procedure has been done for theK∗0, K0,K∗± andK± spectra. The figures 2b and 2c demonstrate
the ratios K∗0/K0 and K∗±/K±: the data give systematically lower values compared to the prediction (1), although
there is no strong contradiction.
The verification of the barion-to-meson ratio given by Eq. (2) is of great interest and principal meaning as well.
Quark combinatorics predicts for the proton-to-pion ratio:
p/pi+ ≃ 0.20 (5)
In Fig. 2d one can see the ratio p/pi+ given by the fit to the data [16] (shaded area) and the prediction of quark
combinatorics (5): the agreement at x > 0.2 is quite good.
Let us give a brief comment to the calculation result p/pi+ ≃ 0.20 for leading particles in jets. In the jet created by
a quark the leading hadrons are produced in the proportions as follows:
qi →
1
4
Bi +
1
2
Mi +
1
4
M. (6)
We consider only the production of hadrons belonging to the lowest (baryon and meson) multiplets, and, hence, keep
only the terms with L = 0 in Eq. (3). In our estimations we assume β0 ≃ µ0, and therefore we substitute Bi → Bi(0),
Mi →Mi(0) and M →M(0). The precise content of Bi(0), Mi(0) andM(0) depends on the proportions in which the
sea quarks are produced. We assume flavour symmetry breaking for sea quarks, uu¯: dd¯: ss¯ = 1: 1:λ, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
For the sake of simplicity, we put first λ = 0 (actually the ratio p/pi depends weakly on λ). Then for the u-quark
initiated jet we have:
Bu(0) =
2
15
p+
1
15
n + (∆− resonances ), (7)
Mu(0) =
1
8
pi+ +
1
16
pi0 +
1
16
(η + η′) + ( vector mesons ),
M(0) =
1
16
pi+ +
1
16
pi0 +
1
16
pi− +
1
16
(η + η′) + ( vector mesons ).
The hadron content of the d-quark initiated jet is determined by isotopic conjugation p → n, n → p, pi+ → pi−,
and the content of antiquark jets is governed by charge conjugation; in jets of strange quarks only sea mesons (M)
contribute to the ratio p/pi+.
Taking into account Eq. (5) and probabilities for the production of different jets (4), we obtain p/pi+ ≃ 0.21 for
λ = 0. We can easily get the ratio p/pi+ for arbitrary λ: the decomposition of the ensembles Bi(0), Mi(0), M(0) with
respect to hadron states has been performed in Ref. [3], see Appendix D (Tables D.1 and D.2). But, as was stressed
above, this ratio is a weakly dependent function of λ: at λ = 1 we have p/pi+ ≃ 0.20.
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In conclusion, jet-induced processes where the spectra (1/σtot)dσ/dx are rapidly decreasing with the growth of x
enable us to perform a model-independent verification of the rules of quark combinatorics. Experimental data on
particle yields for the decays Z0 → qq¯ → hadrons [16] are in qualitative agreement with the predictions of quark
combinatorics. Still, the available experimental data do not allow to conclude decisively about the accuracy of the
quark combinatorics predictions.
The authors are indebted to V.V. Anisovich for useful discussions. The paper was partly supported by RFBR grant
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FIG. 1. The spectra (1/σtot) dσtot/dx [16] for a) pi
±, b) pi0, c) ρ0 and d) (p, p¯) and their fit by exponential functions
ΣCi exp(−bix).
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FIG. 2. The ratios ρ0/pi0 (a), K∗0/K0 (b), K∗±/K± (c) and p/pi+ obtained from the exponetial fit to ALEPH data [16]
(shaded areas). Solid lines stand for the predictions of quark combinatorics rules. In Fig. 2d the ratio p/pi+ is also shown
which is obtained using a histogram description of spectra.
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